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THE FUTURE OF THE MANUFACTURING CFO

Introduction
Finance is fundamentally
changing. The speed of business
and increasing volume of data
means Chief Financial Officers
(CFOs) are running short of time –
time they could spend keeping an
eye on what their competitors are
doing as well as time waiting for
change to be implemented.
Technology can empower CFOs in driving the business towards
its goals, as they can be at the centre of decision-making in the
face of changing customer needs and new competitive threats.
Ultimately, the CFO can be considered the ‘economic guardian’
– the person who is there to provide insight, direction and
measurement of business outcomes.
In manufacturing, the CFO role is evolving. This is due to the
growing focus on investment towards technology-led growth.
The fourth industrial revolution is seeing manufacturers put
digital transformation front and centre, a radical rethink of how
they use technology to increase productivity and efficiency.
Enterprise-wise digitisation allows manufacturers to change
business models, the way they deliver services and the
customer experience.

Although controlling costs and
keeping an eye on margins is still
within the remit of manufacturing
CFOs, they are now under pressure
to become a business partner in
company growth – with a keen
eye for both innovation and new
profitable ways of working. Whether
this is searching out innovative
investments or using detailed
metrics to track whether they’re
working, the future CFO certainly
has a heavy remit and an important
front-line leadership role.
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The key CFO
challenges
Manufacturing CFOs understand that there is an increasing
demand for data-driven analysis and insight. Businesses
are being more and more disruptive by harnessing new
technologies in a competitive and rapidly changing
business environment.
CFOs are also faced with globalisation and an increasingly
disruptive regulatory environment, with Brexit and the US/
China trade war having a particularly major influence on recent
business planning. CFOs need to ensure manufacturers have
regulatory controls embedded in their business, even as it
chases increased profitability and effectiveness.
Professional services company Accenture notes five priorities
a CFO should be focusing on in their role:
1. Maintaining control and making the sums add up
Finance leaders might make sure debits, credits, assets,
liabilities, outputs and statutory reports get done. The sums
have to add up at the bottom line and they must have control.
CFOs have the core responsibility of driving the finance
organisation. That’s always been true – but today it should only
take about 20% – at most – of their capacity.
2. Being the right hand of the CEO
Today, CFOs need to help CEOs guide and execute overall
business change, providing the insight and analysis to
make sure outcomes are achieved and that the economics
are sustainable.
3. Delivering the digital value story
Of the three areas of focus for a CFO, this is the newest. Every
organisation is making significant investments in digital
platforms, tools and systems. The CFO has the role of making
sure the pace and scale of investments actually makes sense
when it comes to the outcomes and the overall strategy.
4. Taking advantage of the power of data
Increasing volumes of data requires new focus and capabilities.
Digital technology now empowers CFOs to shape strategy
through higher-level thinking, made possible by insights
previously hidden in data results.
5. Thinking that drives results
It’s always been the case for CFOs that there’s a pressure to
show growth and profit. In challenging business times, this
often requires new, innovative thinking.
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Technology and
the CFO

Innovation
Manufacturing is an industry that is reinventing itself, fuelled
by digital transformation and Industry 4.0. Businesses in
this sector are overhauling their processes, across product
innovation, production and the supply chain. At the same time,
the shift from products to services and the need to bypass
traditional sales channels to exploit the value-added
activities of the digital economy are blurring the lines between
industry players and contributing to the formation of new
business ecosystems.

CFOs need creative leadership skills and innovative thinking
to support the CEO and wider business in helping
manufacturers serve customers more effectively. They must
find ways to differentiate in a market which is likely becoming
more crowded.
It’s important that CFOs have the knowhow to make sure they
don’t ignore technology with the potential to upend industry
business models, leaving themselves vulnerable to competitors
that do have it. If the manufacturer does pick up new emerging
technology, the CFO must ensure that this is implemented in an
economically viable way.
CFOs need to negotiate a tricky balancing act – manufacturers
will have a core market, customers and set of products, so if the
business jumps in too fast, revenues could collapse. This is a
personnel as well as technology problem, as you need the right
skills in the business to make innovation, in the form of
Artificial Intelligence (AI), automation and Internet of Things
(IoT), work.

This is particularly critical for process manufacturing
– including operators in food and beverage, chemicals, metals
and pulp and paper – where the digital mission is centered
around collaborative innovation.
We conducted research with process manufacturers to find out
what CFOs should be looking at in the future. In the US, UK and
Canada, process manufacturers perceive that the chief benefit
of investment in emerging technology is reduction of costs,
with increased visibility of the supply chain and automation of
repetitive tasks coming closely behind.

What is the top benefit of investing in emerging technologies for
process manufacturing?

Reduced operational costs

Increased visibility/traceability
across the supply chain

Automation of repetitive tasks

Risk mitigation

None of these
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CFOs must understand that
competitors will already be working
with a wide range of technologies
at various levels of maturity.
Our research says that many process manufacturers have
embarked on their digital transformation journey. CFOs must
understand that competitors will already be working with
a wide range of technologies at various levels of maturity.
According to process manufacturing business and IT leaders,
many already have mature deployments of technologies such
as Artificial Intelligence, automation, robotics, blockchain
and IoT.

What technologies are at mature deployment in your business?

Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system (on-premise)
Internet of Things (IoT)

Advanced and predictive
data analytics
Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system (Cloud)
Cloud applications
(other than ERP)
Modelling and
simulation
Automation and robotics
Blockchain and cryptocurrency
payment systems
Artificial Intelligence
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Software
and data

Process manufacturing CFOs should also watch an ongoing
shift towards emerging technologies, with AI, automation,
robotics and even blockchain already in use or with plans to be
used in the near future. Industry 4.0 is more than a concept –
with a large majority of process manufacturers choosing to
take advantage of the gains it can make in terms of
productivity and efficiency, even if it does require
significant investment.

It isn’t surprising to see many process manufacturers with
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) tools in maturity. 92%
of process manufacturers use some kind of ERP solution,
considered a necessity to bring together their most important
functions across people and process, to connect the factory
floor to the front office.

Which developments do you anticipate will have the greatest impact on
the process manufacturing industry in the next five years?
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Robotics, IoT and automation came out on top – clearly
process manufacturing CFOs need to watch out for these
technologies and how they can improve the business.
Our research does reveal a major point of concern around
hardware investments made in technologies such as robotics
being throttled by inadequate software. The majority of US,
UK and Canadian process manufacturers said that they have
struggled to get value from hardware, because the software
they use to monitor, operate and connect devices
was inadequate.

Has your company ever struggled to get the most value
from hardware because of inadequate software?
United Kingdom
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When it comes to CFOs making choices when it comes to
investment, it’s important to strike the right balance. Hardware
is clearly essential in process manufacturing. But process
manufacturers are not going to get the best out of those
machines without having the right software in place. Software
is the nervous system that tells businesses what’s working and
what’s not, and gives you the insights needed to make better
strategic decisions.
Three high-profile types of process manufacturer are food
and beverage, pharmaceutical and chemical manufacturing.
Although they create different products, they have similar
challenges when it comes to dealing with regulations, product
safety and creating high quality products at low cost.

Pharmaceutical manufacturers must apply technology
which effectively tackles multiple challenges including
industry-specific requirements and legal mandates. This starts
with understanding information about drug products that are
produced, distributed and dispensed in the supply chain,
and have a multitude of complexities resulting from
increasing governmental regulations.
Chemical manufacturing can be particularly volatile,
which means manufacturers must integrate technology that
supports their evolution, allowing them to adapt themselves
constantly to changing market conditions. Raw materials can
be expensive, meaning that any market fluctuations between
countries can cause significant pressure.

Process manufacturing CFOs should be looking at technology
which can prevent and mitigate production errors, waste,
spoilage, recalls, safety issues, or other events that’ll adversely
impact the business and potentially cause harm to consumers.
Food and beverage manufacturers are in a unique position
compared to other companies because their product can
have a negative impact on customer health and safety.
Together with this extreme focus on product quality, food
and beverage businesses need technology which increases
operational efficiency, cuts costs and differentiates products
from the competition.
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The
manufacturing
CFO as a
business leader
CFOs need to act more as business leaders rather than beancounters. It may be that the IT strategy is a main driver behind
the business strategy, which means they need to ensure that
both work in tandem – understanding the broader business
requirements and which ones to prioritise through the use
of technology.

Chief Information Officers (CIOs) are in the perfect position
to source and adopt innovative and emerging technologies
which could help process manufacturers reach their objectives.
They should be looking at ‘hyped’ technologies such as IoT
or Artificial Intelligence, but they must make sure they’re
fully exploiting technologies which have been around for
some time such as cloud computing and data analytics.
Although disruption is a much-used word, it should be more
about building the platform which drives the change that the
business needs.
It’s likely that budgets for innovation won’t be huge, so CFOs
need to find ways to create new ideas and inspire innovative
thinking through their immediate team or the wider business.
In our research on UK, US and Canadian process manufacturers,
we found that they valued skilled workers with data science and
computer skills as being important, followed closely by people
with advanced critical and creative skills.

The CFO is the crucial executive connection between
technology and business, in particular through streamlining
the supply chain and optimising processes to increase
productivity and efficiency.

Five years from now, which of the below skills do you
anticipate will be critical for [UK/US/Canada] to be a
market leader in process manufacturing?

Proficiency in data science
and computer science

Advanced critical
and creative skills

Proficiency in engineering

Ability to augment human
capability with machines

None of these

United Kingdom
United States
Canada
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AI and automation have the
potential to fundamentally change
how a manufacturer conducts
business, makes decisions and
works day-to-day.
Handling people is an important part of the CFO’s role, as new
systems and strategies can be extremely disruptive to any
business. All stakeholders, from top executives to customers,
need to be in a position where they can get maximum use out of
new technology. After all, AI and automation have the potential
to fundamentally change how a manufacturer conducts
business, makes decisions and works day-to-day.
Looking at finance, for example – technology can certainly
improve the quality and accuracy of reporting at a reduced
cost. A forward-thinking CFO understands that people, not
technologies, will draw out the insights that can truly make
a difference to the business.
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Next steps for the
manufacturing
CFO
Digital business transformation needs to allow an organisation
to develop an ecosystem of partners who can support different
departments and go beyond the confines of that business –
think startups and research organisations. Yet legacy IT must
not be forgotten, as strong foundations and the structure built
from core infrastructure spending could be a base to
be modernised.
The CFO is uniquely placed as they have knowledge of
and access to financial capital across a company and will
understand what resources will be needed for a digital
transformation strategy and where to invest. Though it’s not
just about money – there has to be a change in process, culture,
and skills which the CFO might have to oversee and shape.
Here are some great tips for CFOs to follow:
1. Take responsibility. CFOs can be the steward of a
process manufacturer’s business strategy, of which digital
transformation can play a fundamental part. Since leaders in
different lines-of-business will have different priorities, it may
help to bring them together in a workshop setting. The CFO
could take responsibility for the digital transformation project,
able to balance the requirements of employees, departments
and shareholders. If there appears to be a skills gap, the CFO
must look at filling it.
2. Have a shared vision. Digital transformation will be met
through a series of projects or initiatives, so there needs to be
a shared, desired vision of what the organisation is trying to do
and how they want to get there. It’s a fundamental change, as
successful digital transformation affects every element of an
organisation. Every department and its employees must
be engaged and included in the process, starting with HR,
which will be instrumental because staff will need to adapt to
workplace change.
3. Collaborate. For some companies, digital transformation
could mean the difference between competing and collapsing,
yet it should be remembered that it isn’t all about technology –
businesses can’t become more efficient, productive and
innovative unless it’s embedded into the culture. There must
also be trust and partnership between different departments,
with shared cross-functional goals and teams. This can be
accomplished by finding ways to get people from separate
parts of the business working side by side and understanding
each other’s strengths and challenges.

4. Think data and innovation. Digital transformation is
not possible without data, which enables new technology and
solutions. And data is where an organisation can gain those
important, actionable business insights that make innovation
powerful – supported by data governance and standardisation.
There is now a need for people to become quantitative
thinkers where measurement is important, yet only when the
data is analysed can action be taken. This might require the
absorption of new skills through recruitment, or training for the
existing workforce.
5. Experiment. Every business is different – digital
transformation will come in many forms, depending on
short-term and long-term needs. Instead of going for the
home run, the CFO must think about iterative steps and small
initiatives where feedback can be quick. They must be prepared
to experiment and evaluate with a business lens. Digital
transformation is a process that doesn’t end – the CFO must
ensure the business has the technical flexibility to triumph
with whatever the world throws at it.
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About Sage X3
Sage X3 provides a faster, more intuitive and tailorable
business management solution for your growing enterprise,
delivering favourable ROI and a more personalised experience
for businesses than traditional ERP systems.
Sage X3 delivers comprehensive business management
capabilities from supply chain management to manufacturing.
This is further complemented by over 50 add-on solutions
providing additional industry-specific functionality.
Businesses can embrace change at speed through faster, more
intuitive and better tailored solutions than conventional ERP.
They can retain their competitive advantage by increasing
their agility and embracing change.
Sage X3 enables comprehensive business management
capabilities from supply chain management to
manufacturing. This is further complemented by over
50 add-on solutions providing additional industry
-specific functionality.
Along with comprehensive multinational business
management, Sage X3 offers support for 18 different
industry verticals ranging from food & beverage
manufacturing through to industrial machinery manufacturing
and FMCG distribution.
This ability to support multiple adjacent verticals allows Sage
X3 to support the entire value chain.

Contact our Sage sales team to learn more.

Request a demo
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Sage Johannesburg
6th Floor, Gateway West
22 Magwa Crescent
Waterfall 5-lr
Midrand, 2066
0861 237 243

Find out more about Sage X3
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